
FTR Enduro Committee Meeting 3/29/2013
6:01 PM to 7:01 PM
Samsula, FL

Meeting called by:  Jeremy Powell 
(FTR Enduro Chairman)

Type of meeting: Enduro 
Committee

Meeting called to order by the Chairman at 6:01 PM.

Attendees:  
Jeremy Powell  (Chairman)
George Tolson (absent)
(Referee)
Ken Stephenson
(Score Keeper)
Allen Pearce
(Rider Rep C/Women)
Doug Ludwig
(Specialty A/B)
Matt Ludwig (Absent)
(AA/A)
Mike Ludwig
(B/C)
Peter Magee
(BSTR)
Art Whitney
(SCTB)
David Nagle
(CFTR)
Joe Carrasquillo
(DDR)

(Apollo)

(GERA)

(PERRY)

(Columbia)

Quorum Verified



Agenda
Old Business:

Previous Minutes were read into the record and accepted as read (Allen Pearce // Peter Magee 2nd)

New Business:

These Rules have passed and have been published in the Magazine.   We are not bringing each one to 
the floor for their second vote prior to bringing them to the BOD/EC for the final vote and inclusion in the 
rule book for the 2014/2015 season.

NEW RULE
Page 18 
e. Promotion to AA – The 2 (TWO) highest ranked racers as ranked in the top 20 at season’s end are 
promoted to AA in FTR Enduros ONLY. This AA ranking applies to FTR enduros and is not evidence to
apply to other sanctioning bodies or other disciplines of racing within the FTR due to our small sample
size.  Any rider promoted to AA has the right to petition the competition committee to revoke the
promotion
The old “e” becomes “f” and continues with re‐lettering to “j”
This rule was read and accepted as read by Doug Ludwig. It was seconded by Allen Pearce.   It passed 
unanimously.  

New Rule
Page 14
Chapter IV
Section A
4. Speed change information must be made available by phone at least 72 hours prior
to Key Time

A proposal was offered by Jeremy Powell to strike the language above.    Allen Pearce  
made a call for the vote.   Mike Ludwig seconded. It passed unanimously.

New Rule
A proposal was offered by Jeremy Powell to add the language below:
Page 14
Chapter IV
Section A

4. National Enduro rules for scoring emergency checks may be used as the
methodology for scoring FTR enduros if an event is a “National Enduro” or "Co-
Sanctioned" enduro or an “FTR Enduro.”
The National Enduro Series defines "scoring" as follows:



Emergency checks will be scored by total minutes and seconds, and are calculated
from the top of a riders due minute. Scores will be tabulated by the actual number of
minutes and seconds that a rider is late to an emergency check. Example: if you are
due on minute 20, and come in at 21:30, your score is 1 “Minute” and 30 “Seconds”
not 1 “Point” and 60 “Emergency Points.”
SERA defines this methodology as follows:
Emergency checks will be scored by total minutes and seconds, and are calculated
from the top of a riders due minute. Scores will be tabulated by the actual number of
minutes and seconds that a rider is late to an emergency check. Example: if you are
due on minute 20, and come in at 21:30, your score is 1 “Minute” and 30 “Seconds”
not 1 “Point” and 60
“Emergency Points”. The riders score will be an accumulation of minutes and
seconds totaled together. The club MUST announce that their event will be run as a
“start control scoring format” on the event flyer.
FTR Enduros define the methodology as per the hosting club's preference giving the
hosting club the option to score via the National Format or via the legacy format
described in detail within latter sections of this rule book. This flexibility allows the
club to decide the best methodology based upon resources available and other
variables. The Scoring Methodology will be captured on the sanctioning form,
should be on the flyer and should be disclosed at the riders meeting. Our event
calendar will publish what is captured on the Sanctioning form and will update the
information as the enduro nears in the event the club changes scoring methodology.
It is the club’s right to choose a methodology and the rider’s right to ask the hosting
club for clarity at the rider’s meeting.
Allen Pearce made a call for the vote.   Mike Ludwig seconded. It passed unanimously.
.

New Rule
A proposal was made by Jeremy Powell to add “Generally” to the following text:
Chapter V
B 3. Key Time is generally 9:00 AM. The first row (row 1) generally leaves one
minute after Key Time: 9:01, not 9:00!

This rule was read and accepted as read by Art Whitney. It was seconded by Mike Ludwig..   It passed 
unanimously.  

New RULE:

Proposed rule for the mini enduro series to be formalized for 2014/2015

Old Rule:

Chapter IV
Enduro Rules

E. Mini Enduro Series



1. A Mini Enduro can be held at either an Enduro or a Hare Scrambles event on the Saturday before the main event. 
2. The series is to be promoted by FTR clubs on a voluntary basis.
3. Mini Enduro classes and trophies are to be determined by the voluntary clubs holding the event. It is recommended that every 
participant receive an award of some type. The following classes are to be used as a guide: 
Jr A & B
Mini A & B
Pee Wee A & B
4. At this time, the Mini Enduro series is not a part of an FTR championship points paying year end series and is not an FTR sanctioned 
event.

New Rule:

Chapter IV
Enduro Rules

E. Mini Enduro Series
1. A Mini Enduro can be held at either an in state Enduro or a Hare Scrambles event on the Saturday before the main event. 
2. There will be at a minimum of 3 mini enduro events per season. They will be requested by the clubs at the same time that the regular 
enduro or Hare Scrambles sanction is submitted.
No sanction fees are associated with this event.
Head tax will be collected on every rider starting the event at the same rates as the regular enduros.
2. The series is to be promoted by FTR clubs.
3. Trophies will be at least one per division. All racers will receive a finishing award of some kind at the clubs discretion. The classes will 
be as followed:

Jr        A, B, girls    86-200 cc 2 Stroke, 126-250cc 4 Stroke   Age 13-16*

65       A, B girls   51-65cc  Age   8-12*

Mini     A, B, girls  0-85 cc 2 Stroke 86-150 cc 4 Stroke      Age 9-14*

*May remain in class once age reached over 12 to finish out the season.

4. The mini Enduro series is a point’s champion event that is sanctioned by FTR. The points system will follow the same rules as the 
regular enduro points system. 
5. Year end will be cumulative of the best 3 events run on the schedule. If only 3 events, then all 3 will count.

A decision was made to table this until next season as we want to promote the series without 
FTR Head Tax and Series awards thought the newly established Jr. Enduro Series Evolution 
Committee (Chaired by Peter Magee.)   The tabling was called by Peter Magee and 2nd by Ken 
Stephenson.  



SANCTIONS:



Sanctions for next season were accepted by Allen Pearce and 2nd by Peter.   Vote was unanimous to 
accept.

Call for Adjournment by Doug Ludwig.   2nd by Peter.   Meeting adjourned at 7:45.

2014 HS END  2015 HS END
Aug.    Jan.   
2nd Banquet this season   3/4th Suncoast  
9/10th    10/11th   
16/17t
h  Benefit Lake George  17/18 PBTTR  
23/24t
h RCDR   24/25  BSTR Lochloosa
30/31st  LBJ    
       
Sept.    Feb.   
6/7th   31/Feb 1 TCTR  
13/14 BSTR   7th/8th Apollo
20/21 RCDR Lake George or BOOTLEGGER  14/15th SADRA  
27/28 CFTR   21/22  CFTR
       
       
Oct.    March   
4/5th  Croom Suncoast  Feb 28/1st SEFTR Sandlapper Enduro
11/12t
h DDR   7th/8th GNCC? Alligator 
18/19t
h    14th/15th GNCC?  
25/26 ACMC   21/22nd NCTB  
    28/29th   
       
Nov.    April   
1/2nd  Perry Mt.     
8/9th Sunrunners   4/5th EASTER  
15/16    11/12th   
22/23 Apollo   18/19th TTR  
29/30    25/26th   
       
Dec.    May   
6/7th OSDR   2/3rd Rain  
13/14   9/10th   
20/21    16/17 Rain  
27/28 Christmas / New Year   23/24   




